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We want to make sure we are meeting the needs of all library customers.
Please tick the box that best describes you:

ETHNICITY GEOGRAPHIC

White ■■ British ■■ Irish ■■ Other, please specify
Asian or Asian British ■■ Bangladeshi ■■ Indian ■■ Pakistani ■■ Other, please specify
Black or Black British ■■ African ■■ Caribbean ■■ Other, please specify
Chinese ■■ Chinese
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■■ Chinese and White ■■ Other please specify

Other ethnic group ■■ Please specify

Do you consider yourself to have a disability? ■■ Yes ■■ No
If yes please describe your disability
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Materials shown are samples only and may be subject to change.

FULL COLOUR INVITATIONS
A Postcard-Size invitation to send into schools and local community spaces, to enthuse children 
and carers about Mythical Maze. Full colour on one side and space on the reverse to overprint with 
your library/sponsors’ logos if you choose (see enclosed leaflet for details and prices). 
A download version will also be available from the resources website (see page 8).

Size: 142mm x 102mm Order in packs of 1000        Price per pack £14.75

REGISTRATION CARDS
A black and white card for recording details of children taking part in Mythical Maze. Can be used to record 
number of books read. There are two versions: (2a) a standard version printed one side, (2b) an ethnic data 
double sided version, for community profiling use, with tick boxes for library customers/staff to best 
describe participants and also a space for mentioning any disability.

Standard version printed one side Ethnic data double sided version

Size: 105mm x 148mm Size: 105mm x 148mm 
Order in packs of 1000    Order in packs of 1000    
Price per pack £11.25 Price per pack £11.75
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Whilst Creepy House was in full swing, Sarah McIntyre
ran some focus groups with children in libraries which
provided a noisy and enthusiastic steer on which
Mythical creatures we should include. Rising to the
Challenge, Sarah says:

“I'm thrilled to be following 
amazing Chris Riddell as the artist
for the Summer Reading Challenge.
It's been fun putting a fresh spin
on mythical creatures from
different cultural traditions.
In library workshops, groups of kids
brainstormed some hilarious, often
outrageous ideas for how to draw

our mythical creatures, and I was able to bring some 
of their ideas into the drawings….”

The Challenge name, Mythical Maze, was selected by
children out of a choice of titles via a poll on the
Summer Reading Challenge year-round website.
The website activities and Book sorter continue to be
popular, and we’re busy planning the Mythical Maze
make-over for the summer. Keep plugged in at: 

www.summerreadingchallenge.org.uk 
www.mythical-maze.co.uk

Finally, the theme will encourage library services to
seek out local myths and legends, involve local heritage
groups and storytellers, and engage schools in the lead
up to the summer holidays.

New for 2014
Augmented reality arrives! 

We are working with SOLUS UK Ltd to add some “augmented 
reality” digital magic to the Challenge. For the first time,
libraries/families will be able to download a 
FREE mobile application onto their devices 
(iPad, iPhone and Androids) which will recognize 
key Mythical Maze illustrations and trigger audio  
visual content (videos, messages, facts, simple
games). For example, the A3 promotional poster
(item 21) will come alive and show the annual 
animated video trailer. With generous support 
from SOLUS, we are developing other activities
including a scavenger/ treasure hunt game 
(item 24) which will bring the mythical creatures 
to life when viewed by smart devices. We will gamify
this interaction with digital clues and rewards.

Please note that the augmented reality applications
outlined here will not be promoted to stigmatise those
families/libraries unable to access it.

SOLUS (www.solus.co.uk) is a Reading Agency sponsor and a
digital company which provides broadcast and interactive
screen technology to a variety of audiences, 
including library services,
to develop pioneering 
interactive content for users.

The Reading Agency is delighted to introduce Mythical Maze,

illustrated by award winning Sarah McIntyre, which invites
children to discover more about myths and legends from all
over the world. For 2014, the mythological creatures are 
the stars of the Summer Reading Challenge.
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CERTIFICATES
Full colour A4 certificates help give children a real sense of achievement. These can be left blank 
or personalised with names and are suitable for laser/desk jet printers. For authorities where it is 
necessary to have customized versions (e.g. space for a key signature from Mayor/Council Lead, 
corporate logos), a template certificate will be available to download by your authority’s design team.

Size: A4 - 297mm x 210mm 160gsm thickness Order in packs of 100 Price per pack £6.85

MEDALS 
Children really do treasure the medals, and they can be given out at special awards 
events in libraries, schools or other venues. Not suitable for children under 3 years. 
Gold finish, non-allergic metal composition, packed in individual plastic bags.

Size: 35mm diameter Order in packs of 100 Price per pack £26.50

MEDAL RIBBON LANYARDS
These are the same as last year’s lanyards, but this time in red. 
Complete with safety release fastener, which easily threads through 
the medal “eyelet”/ring.

Size: Total length, 680mm (so 340mm loop) Order in packs of 100 Price per pack £10.55

CARDBOARD MEDAL PRESENTATION WALLET
These are a new option for authorities who don't use lanyards, but would 

still like to present the medals in a commemorative way. It is designed so that the 
medal eyelet hooks over tag so it won’t fall out! 
Please note that if you order these, they will come packed in 100’s separately 
from the medals – i.e. we will not be supplying the medals already in these 
presentation wallets. 

Size: 80mm x 100mm folded Order in packs of 100 Price per pack £4.75

● 100 fold-out posters of Sarah Mcintyre’s bird’s-eye view of the 
Mythical Maze. The Maze consists of six zones; each zone is unique to
specific mythical creatures….but to find out which creatures, children
must collect stickers of the mythical creatures to populate the Maze. 

● 100 sets of the three accompanying sticker sheets featuring the
mythical creatures or their props, to complete the poster.
Clues as to where to stick the creatures will be in the artwork and
the creature profiles on the poster (e.g. Dragon – mountain top cave;
Minotaur – mini labyrinth),  but of course they could go anywhere!
The mythical creatures featured are:

Unicorn Loch Ness Monster (Nessie)
Minotaur Dragon
Mermaid Yeti
Garuda Anansi 
Medusa Leprechaun

This year the character profiles will not be presented in a “trader cards” format. As usual, there will be a place on the poster
for children to keep track of their progress, and rate the books read. The poster is easy to fold up and transport.

● “Unlock codes” on the sticker sheets will unlock little surprises on the children’s website. 
● Some stickers will be scratch & sniff, but smells will be toned down from 2013.
● Children can also create a profile on the Summer Reading Challenge website and add books read to the Book sorter.

Please note: Each of the three stickers sheets can be easily separated into two smaller sheets (they are perforated), thus
creating six mini sheets of stickers if required. This enables staff to give out an individual sheet per visit over 6 visits or a
sheet per book read.

Poster Size: 495mm x 354mm open flat Sticker sheets: each sheet 79mm x 114mm
(supplied folded to 249mm x 177mm, which 
will fit into A4 storage dispensers/envelopes!)

Price per core pack - containing 100 fold-out posters and 100 sets of the three sticker sheets 
(so 300 sticker sheets in total)  £37.50
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POPULAR INCENTIVES
Our annual evaluation with the sales figures, provides useful feedback to The Reading Agency. Whilst Magnet
and “Fortune-teller” items are seen as repetitive and not exciting by some authorities, they are appreciated and
still wanted by others, plus sales are still healthy – so we are leaving them as options for 2014.

8

PROMOTIONAL STICKERS
With 35 full-colour, peel-off round stickers on each sheet, featuring 12 different designs
featuring all the Mythical creatures. These can be used for a variety of uses, including 
identifying children in activities and for use with the new Early Years card (item 19a, page 5).

Size: each sticker 37mm diameter. Supplied on A4 sheets (35 stickers per sheet)
Order in packs of 25 sheets (875 stickers)        Price per pack £6.85

BOOKMARK
A standard bookmark size, as last year. The Bookmark will have a half moon cut 
to allow the bookmark to poke out of book. This year the bookmarks are cheaper, 
as well as being full colour on both sides, but will NOT feature Glow In the Dark ink. 

Size: 210mm x 55mm Order in packs of 100        Price per pack £4.84

MYTH MAKER
A fun giveaway for children to fold up and use with their friends. 
Different permutations, depending on the choices made at each “go”.

Size: 205mm x 205mm open flat Order in packs of 100        Price per pack £5.60

MAGNET
The magnet is a great visual reminder for families taking part in the challenge, 
so is best given out as a reminder early on, not necessarily as a reward 
near the end!

Size: 60mm x 52mm Order in packs of 100         Price per pack £9.00
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WRISTBANDS
In feedback and sales, the wristbands remain hugely popular. These child-size 
silicone wristbands help promote awareness of the challenge and were coveted 
incentives last year. This year they will be neon green (not glow in the dark) 
with the Mythical Maze lettering de-bossed (below the level of the material). 

Order in packs of 100 Price per pack £16.95

KEY RING /ZIP TAG
Durable plastic key ring/zip tag (suitable for pencil cases etc), featuring the Mythical Maze Minotaur 
(not suitable for children under 3 years).

Size: approx 60mm x 40mm (as 2013) Order in packs of 100 Price per pack £14.40

•

CORE PACK MATERIALS FOR CHILDREN WITH VISUAL IMPAIRMENT (VI)
The supersize VI children’s fold-out poster has 18+ font size lettering, combined with 
adjustments to colour and contrast, all help VI children to still experience the fun of the 
challenge. The collectible stickers including the scratch & sniff, are super size too, and a solid 
rule line around the stickers makes them easier to use. The VI certificate will be over-Brailled, 
and Braille handout sheets with instructions will be included with each pack.

These packs are subsidized by and produced in consultation with 
The RNIB National Library Service. We recommend that every authority purchase 
at least one pack so that VI children in their authority can take part. This format can 
also help children with learning disabilities and Dyslexia.

Sizes: fold-out poster, 697mm x 496mm open flat. 
Sticker Sheets 106mm x 153mm, Certificates A4 - 297mm x 210mm 
Price per pack (20 fold-out posters, 20 sets of Stickers and 20 Certificates) £13.00

Largeformat

•



MAZE PUZZLE
Mythical Maze branded ball bearing Maze game, frustrating but achievable! 
Robust and with challenges on the back, but not suitable for under 3’s . 

Size: approx 164mm x 100mm Order in packs of 100 Price per pack £23.00

REMINDER POSTCARDS
We all need a little encouragement to finish what we start and 
these postcards, featuring the minotaur, will remind children to 
come back to the library and complete the challenge.

Size: 105mm x 140mm
Order in packs of 100 Price per pack £2.75

MYTH MAKER - MEET SARAH MCINTYRE (Activity Book)
Version 1 Standard book
A master class between the pages...this little notebook is packed full of ideas from our guest illustrator 
Sarah McIntyre, who shares her tips on drawing and creating stories, and offers an insight into how she
works and the amazing things she gets up to. There will also be some fun, generic reader development
activities to signpost children to new favourite reads.  
Under 7’s may need some help.

Size: A5 - 210mm x 148mm, 16 pages (colour) Order in packs of 50 Price per pack £14.00

Version 2 Enhanced Arts Award Discover book
Following the consultation after the Arts Award pilot last year, we are creating two versions of 
this book, the standard version above, and an Arts Award Discover version. The latter will be identical 
to the standard version, but in addition it will have a centre 4-page pull out highlighting to children 
what they can do to achieve Arts Award Discover. This version will be branded on the cover 
with the Arts Award partners. Downloadable Arts Award activity sheets will be available 
for children to complete rather than squeezing their work into the activity book. 
Arts Award will be available Scotland and Wales in 2014.

Size: A5 - 210mm x 148mm, 20 pages (colour) Order in packs of 50 Price per pack £14.00

If you know which version you would like now, please indicate on the order form. 
If you need more time to decide please order 17c.

Order this option if you need more time to decide which activity book you want. Please indicate 
quantity on the order form and let us know which version you require by early March.

KIT BAGS
Often used as special incentives or for volunteers, or small groups of targeted 
families and children. The bags are big enough to carry books, and are also eco-friendly. 

Order in packs of 50 Price per pack £35.00
Orders for these items can only be supplied at this price if we receive enough orders.

EARLY YEARS CARD
The introduction of the early years card last year was very successful. This is a simple card
with space for the child’s details on the reverse and notes for carers. The front (shown here)
has been designed so that 6 of the round promotional stickers (item 9) will fit. This is a 
flexible item to use alongside the main challenge as you wish. Feedback from parents
indicates that young children want the same certificate (item 4) as older siblings!
Available both as an English and a bilingual Welsh/English version.

Size: 99mm x 210mm Order in packs of 100 Price per pack £6.85

NB. A downloadable Bookstart Bear Club certificate linked to the Summer Reading Challenge 
WILL NOT be available this year, in print or as a download.

SCOTTISH BOOK BUG CERTIFICATE
Scottish authorities can order a FREE pack of 100 printed Scottish Book Bug certificates (not illustrated here), 
however Scottish authorities can also purchase the Early Years cards above, but these cards are not linked 
to the Book Bug scheme.
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PROMOTIONAL & DISPLAY MATERIALS 
BANNERS - PORTRAIT & LANDSCAPE VERSION
Giant banners in two different designs – portrait or landscape. 
They are printed double sided so if you use in windows you 
can see them, inside and out.

Portrait Banner Size: 1380mm x 420mm 
Landscape Banner Size: 420mm x 1380mm 
Order in packs of 10 Price per pack £12.80

A3 PROMOTIONAL POSTERS
Get the message out! Colourful, attention-grabbing A3 Mythical Maze 
promotional posters, with space for overprinting local authority and/or
sponsor’s logos, as required. 
(See enclosed leaflet for overprinting details and prices).

Size: 420mm x 297mm
Order in packs of 100 Price per pack £10.25

EVENTS POSTERS
Full-colour, A3 events posters, perfect for announcing your events and
news. Plenty of space for your own text, and printed on paper which 
can go through a photocopier/A3 printer.

Size: 420mm x 297mm
Order in packs of 50 Price per pack £6.35

MYTHICAL MAZE LIBRARY WALL DISPLAYS 
Wall size posters that you can use to chart children’s progress through the
three stages of the challenge, e.g. after 2 books, 4 books, 6 books (finish).
You can either provide super sticky post-it notes for children to track their
progress (we are not supplying these), or children can chose a
character/create their “avatar” from the downloadable SRC resources 
(see page 8).

Pack size 1 x A1, 1 x A2 posters (supplied folded to A3)
Price per pack £2.25

TREASURE HUNT WITH OPTIONAL AUGMENTED REALITY TECHNOLOGY
Our traditional character hunt includes all 10 mythical creatures this year. These can be cut out and hidden in the library for
children to find, using the simple PDF treasure hunt template sheet to record their answers (downloadable from resources). 
This year, we are developing augmented reality content that will bring the mythical creatures to life when viewed by smart
devices so that children and families can find out more about the characters as they find them. 
The App is FREE to download and all information will be supplied later. We also plan to gamify this interaction with digital
clues and rewards. There is no requirement to complete any of these interactive activities to
complete the Challenge. We are selling the character hunt on a separate sheet this year
because there are more characters. Downloadable versions of the treasure hunt characters
shown here will be available, but libraries will need to print these off at a high quality to
trigger the augmented reality function when viewed by smart devices (Androids, iPhones,
iPads, tablets).

Pack size 1 x A1 poster (supplied folded)
Price per pack £1.00
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MYTHICAL MAZE T-SHIRTS
Cotton, available in adult Small, Medium and Large sizes with Mythical Maze logo.

Price per T-shirt: £5.50

MYTHICAL MAZE BASEBALL CAPS
Cotton caps with velcro fastening and Mythical Maze 
emblazoned across the front. 
One size with adjustable velcro strap. 

Price per cap: £3.95

VOLUNTEER OR STAFF ITEMS (for young volunteers - see opposite)
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Promotional Materials

ADVOCACY & RESOURCES - WORKING WITH SCHOOLS AND PARTNERS

READING CHALLENGE ADVOCACY CARD
Facts, statistics, policy links and impact evidence about the Summer Reading Challenge, captured
in a clearly designed A5 double sided card. Complete with quotes from teachers, children and 
carers who’ve seen the difference it makes first hand, it is a useful advocacy tool for schools, 
partnership work, staff training, marketing and press work. 
Please note there are separate editions for Wales, Scotland, England and Ireland, reflecting the 
different statistics, policies, education terminology and user quotes. You will automatically be 
sent the correct version.

Size: 148mm x 210mm
Order in packs of 50 Price per pack £12.60 

STAFFROOM/NOTICEBOARD CHART
A promotional tool for school engagement. This ‘how to’ guide is suitable for
school staffrooms or parents/information noticeboard. It succinctly explains how
the challenge works and the benefits for children taking part. Also downloadable
from the SRC resources web pages (see page 8). Different editions for home
nations supplied automatically.

Size: A4 - 297mm x 210mm
Order in packs of 25 Price per pack £3.30

READING CHALLENGE FAMILY LEAFLET
This leaflet is aimed at parents/carers of children visiting the library to take part in the 
Summer Reading Challenge. It explains the benefits of the Summer Reading Challenge, 
suggests ways of supporting children during the challenge, and provides joint reading ideas. 
The leaflet will be available in different languages according to demand (See reverse of order form 
for details). Also it will be available to download in English, and bilingual Welsh/English from the 
SRC resources web pages (see page 8).

Size: 210mm x 99mm
Order in packs of 100 Price per pack £8.50
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VOLUNTEER OR STAFF BADGES
Plastic, durable badges with space to write the name of the volunteer, staff member to denote
SRC helpers! Could be useful for children at targeted events but badges have standard 
“safety pin” attachment. Use a Sharpie pen or CD marker to prevent smudging.

Size: 30mm x 75mm       Order in packs of 20 Price per pack £6.50

•
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To be 
updated for 
Mythical 
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READING ACTIVIST MATERIALS FOR YOUNG VOLUNTEERS

Materials shown are samples only and may be subject to change.
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Many library services have found that working with young volunteers has really helped relieve pressure on 
staff during the busy summer period. Meanwhile volunteers get some fantastic new skills and experience 
for their CVs. Last year over 5,000 young volunteers helped make the Challenge a roaring success.

This year’s Summer Reading Challenge volunteering is funded by the Social Action fund, managed by 
The Social Investment Business on behalf of the Cabinet Office. The Fund will help libraries, supported 
by The Reading Agency, to grow the programme in 2014. At the time of going to print with this brochure, 
most English library authorities have signed up to participate in this development programme which 
will entitle them to FREE resource/goodie packs for each Reading Activist young volunteer in their 
library authority. Ideas for the packs include a Reading Activist branded SRC T-shirt; a log book to 
record volunteering hours, plus ideas and activities; a memory stick, and special badge.

In late January a PDF will be circulated to all authorities showing the finalised Reading Activists materials 
for 2014 (we're consulting with young people). Authorities will be able to place their order for their 
FREE resources at this point, including recruitment materials.

All materials will be delivered with the SRC deliveries. 
For more information about Reading Activists, please see: 
www.readingagency.org.uk/young-people/practitioners-guides/summer-reading-challenge-volunteering.html

WALES, SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND
In January we will be circulating information to SRC co-ordinators about resources available 
to Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland and the process for requesting materials.

•



KEY POINTS
Service charge
The service charge is £60 per authority, which covers distribution and also goes
towards the costs of creating and maintaining the on-line resources and website.

Additional materials and delivery points
Carriage and packaging to one delivery point per authority is covered by the
service charge. Materials delivered to multiple sites or materials ordered after
your initial supply (subject to availability) will incur a delivery surcharge.

Republic of Ireland and other EU Countries
Additional delivery costs will be calculated separately and added to the invoice
after delivery.

Invoicing
Invoices for promotional materials will be sent out after delivery. However, if you
want to pay in this financial year (pre-April 2014), please tick the box on the order
form to receive a pro-forma invoice immediately. 
Please note it is not possible to pre-date or post-date invoices.

THE BOOK COLLECTIONS

RESOURCES FOR LIBRARY STAFF

The books in the collections have been selected with library professionals, reviewers and input from 
Chatterbooks groups. Please refer to the Book Collection Order Form (sent separately) for the details of the 
book titles. For all book enquiries or to discuss any servicing requirements, please contact your own supplier. 
Library suppliers do not supply the display bins, these are only available to purchase here. 

SCOTTISH AUTHORITIES
The promotional materials in this brochure will be provided with the Tesco Bank 
branding. Please see Scottish order form for further details and free starter packs.

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND
The Mythical Maze logo is available this year in Irish from the resources website.

WELSH AUTHORITIES
Mythical Maze materials will be available in Welsh/English
bilingual versions (see order form for details).

• •
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For Mythical Maze orders and enquiries
Salvo Design and Print Limited
Carole Sims   M. 07789 507484
Send orders to: srcorders@readingagency.org.uk
Other enquiries: src@readingagency.org.uk

For overprinting enquiries
Salvo Design and Print Limited
Scott Sims   T. 01926 429111   
E. scott@salvodesignandprint.co.uk

For all other enquiries
The Reading Agency
Anne Sarrag   T. 0871 750 1204 
E. Anne.Sarrag@readingagency.org.uk
Chris Cherry   T. 01727 762021 
E. Chris.Cherry@readingagency.org.uk

For all book enquiries
Your usual contracted library supplier.Environmental and Ethical Procurement

The Reading Agency has a socially responsible trading policy. It sources some materials
for the SRC overseas, but uses suppliers who adopt the internationally accepted
standards set out in the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) Base Code of Labour Standards.

Salvo Design and Print Ltd are a FSC certified supplier. Materials are printed using
vegetable oil based inks on paper manufactured from post consumer fibre or from
FSC accredited responsible sources. Fully Recyclable. 

Materials shown are samples only and may be subject to change.

Read - The Reading Agency Ltd.
Registered Charity Number: 1085443 (England and Wales)

© 2014 Read - The Reading Agency Ltd.

USEFUL CONTACT DETAILS

COMPLETE BOOK DISPLAY 
BIN AND HEADER
Available to buy separately, the bins with headers 
will arrive flat packed and are the same style 
and dimensions as previous Summer Reading 
Challenge book collection display bins.
Supplied with Mythical Maze low adhesive small 
stickers for book stock of your choice.

Size: H. 147cm x W. 47cm x D. 49cm
Overall size including header   Price per unit £25.00

BOOK DISPLAY BIN HEADER
(on its own, no bin)
Separate Mythical Maze display 
bin header, designed to fit 
standard bins and book display 
units. This will allow you to 
create your own book display(s) 
with existing library furniture.

Size: 315mm x 440mm
Order in packs of 4     Price per pack £15.40

IMPORTANT ORDERING INFORMATION:
To make the promotional materials cost effective, all orders need to be received before the print quantity is confirmed.
This is a once-only ordering opportunity and orders must be placed by Friday 24 January 2014.

An electronic version of this brochure and a digital order form can be downloaded from The Reading Agency website
www.readingagency.org.uk/children/ 

Please use the digital order form if possible to save administration. The form will automatically add-up your order so
you can see how much you are spending! A printed order form is enclosed if you prefer/need to attach an official form.

General information about the Summer Reading Challenge, including the main report on last summer’s Creepy House 
Challenge, the Arts Award pilot, and the Young Volunteers’ activity carried out in 2013, will be freely available from 
The Reading Agency website.

Resources for library staff running the Challenge (including graphics, logos, photos, activity sheets, and training powerpoints etc.)
will only be available to Summer Reading Challenge 2014 purchasers, and will be accessed via a simple login. These login details
will be emailed to your main Summer Reading Challenge co-ordinator and can be shared with all staff in the authority. We will
email Summer Reading Challenge co-ordinators when the resources pages are available.

We’re working with SCL and ASCEL to introduce a simple Memorandum of Understanding that all participating authorities will
be asked to sign-up to (on-line) to ensure that the downloadable images and logos are used correctly and effectively by
libraries and partners. This is not intended to restrict use of images or logos but more generally, to protect the association
between The Reading Agency, libraries and the Summer Reading Challenge branding which enables all of us to maintain the
quality of the offer, and our obligations to protect the illustrator’s intellectual property rights.


